
Enjoy Hot Water Differently!
Quality ‒ Made in Germany
Hot Water Solutions for Residential,
Industrial and Commercial Applications





About the Team
The team consists of seasoned professionals in the fields of engineering. Fusing their wealth of experience 
acquired in various sectors of the industry, the employees strive to timely deliver project deadlines with the 
highest quality and safety.

Team Photo

“We are committed to deliver beyond your expectations”



Progressing Together
“We are sure that it won’t be much longer until all the energy we need to 
live on earth will be produced cleanly and shared fairly. To alter the energy 
supply system, all efforts must aim to grow the renewables.” 
Wagner & Co Solartecknik

Rising energy prices, climate change or personal conviction – there are many drivers to switch
to renewable energies. The classic among them is Solar Heating.
The technology is proven, safe and economical.

Reneworld Ltd is the exclusive partner and distributor of Germany’s pioneering solar company, Wagner 
& Co Solartechnik. The latter has now more than 33 years experience in delivering
high-performance quality components to achieve maximum solar output.

By working with Wagner & Co Solartechnik, we are confident to provide you with a
German-designed and manufactured product so that you can have a peace of mind when
enjoying your new Solar Heating Technologies.

Fossil fuels are becoming scarcer and more expensive. The price for crude oil increased almost
four-fold during the last 20 years, while the sun keeps shining for free.
 
The advantages of solar heating include the following:

• Substantial savings
• CO2-neutral heating and hot water preparation
• Active contribution to an energy revolution
• Limitless availability of solar energy

Shape the Future

Reneworld Ltd

Solar Heating Pays



Split type solar water heater
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Reneworld Ltd: A Passion for Solar

We design, supply and install complete heating systems for Residential, Industrial and 
Commercial applications. We deliver installations that are specifically dimensioned for 
various applications and system sizes, ranging from highly effective small-scale single 
family home hot water systems to large scale industrial and commercial applications.
We are also a leading supplier of photovoltaic system in Maurtius

Reneworld is 100% owned by NSI Engineering Services Ltd, a 
Specialist Contractor that designs and build turnkey projects.  

2010  Established in Phoenix, Mauritius

2010  Engineers and commercials trained at Wagner & Co   
  Solartechnik and SMA, Germany

2011  Installed and commissioned the first residential    
  grid tie PV system in Mauritius

2012  Installed and commissioned the first Solar Tracker PV
  System in Mauritius

2012  Launched the High-Efficiency and High-Performance   
  Solar Heating Technologies for residential and large-scale   
  industrial and commercial applications.

2013  Installed and commissioned the first Solar Tracker PV   
  system in Rodrigues.

2013  Cumulative PV installations topped 450 kWp

Reneworld works with the German supplier Wagner 
& Co. Solartechnik whose Headquarter is located in 
Marburg, Germany.

Ownership

Partnership

Reneworld at a Glance
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Wagner & Co Solartechnik:
     A First Hour Solar Pioneer

Wagner & Co Solartechnik has been a solar pioneer from the technology’s beginning 
and has cooperated successfully with its customers for decades. With more than 33 
years experience in solar power and solar heating, 400 employees and an annual 
turnover of Rs 10 billion rupees, Wagner & Co represents a holistic solar success. 
Economic, Ecological and Social mindset.

Wagner & Co headquarter is the first office building
in Europe built to passive house standard. It requires
only 1∕10 of the heating energy prescribed by 
European current building codes.

The solar collectors are produced in a carbon neutral 
collector factory with state of the art robotic and ultrasound/
laser technology. Integrated environmental management 
across all activities is part of its living company philosophy.

Germany
Cölbe and Kirchhain (Marburg)

In Europe, Africa, and Mauritius

 France, Simandre (Lyon)
Spain, Leganes (Madrid)

Italy, Pizzighettone (Milan)
United Kingdom, Chichester WS

USA, Cambridge MA (Boston)

Wagner at a Glance Locations

Branches

Distribution partners

European leading supplier of solar power, solar heat and pellet
heating technology 

1979  Established in Marburg

1988  Installed the first commercial grid-feeding solar system

100%  Employee-owned 

400  Employees 

2010  Rs 10 billion turnover



Small Scale Heating– SECUterm
Safe and Reliable Compact Solar Water Heater for 
Single-Family Homes with up to six persons
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The SECUterm thermosiphon system was designed specifically for 
conditions in the sub-tropics and tropics where solar irradiation is high.
 
By using physical principles, it needs no external electricity supply; 
driven only by sunshine. Thermosiphon refers to a method of passive 
heat exchange based on natural convection which circulates liquid 
without the necessity of a mechanical pump.

The SECUterm system is suited to both free-standing
and on-roof installation.

SECUterm

Top-class solar collector
•	 1	or	2	L42	HTF	collectors
•	 Selective	vacuum	coated	copper	absorber
•	 Highly	transparent	solar	safety	glass
•	 30	mm	back	and	side	insulation	for	minimum
 heat loss

Thermostatic	overheat
•	 Temperature	inside	tank	limited	to	80°	C
•	 No	overheating	and	no	loss	of	fresh	water

Tank
•	 200L	and	300L	tanks
•	 Double	jacket	heat	exchanger	and	50	mm	insulation		

	 to	preserve	hot	water	during	night/cold	weather
•	 Electrical	immersion	heater	(1.5	kW)	included
•	 5	years	warranty
•	 Passive	anode	included	for	additional	protection		

 against corrosion

Double jacket DHW
storage cylinder Solar liquid Drinking water Electrical

immersion heater

Hot water out

Cold water in

Ultrasonic welded all
copper absorber panel
with selective surface

Integrated return pipe
40 mm heat
insulation

Thermostatic 
overheat protection
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Small Scale Heating – ECOLine
Affordable	Solar	Hot	Water	Production	with	Aesthetic	
design for Single Family Homes with up to six persons

With our hot water system ECOline we offer you a convenient, high 
performance and aesthetic design Solar Water Heater.

The ECOline solar thermal packages offer pre-engineered system for any 
household or building configuration, new construction or existing building. 
It fits aesthetically to your roof while delivering top performance.

ECOline 

•	 Split	system	with	collectors	mounted	on	roof	and	tank		
	 inside/outside	house

	•	 Excellent	insulation	of	the	tank	and	enamel	protection		
 against corrosion

•	 Intelligent	control	system	to	ensure	higher	yields
•	 2	or	3	L42	HTF	or	L22	AR	collectors
•	 300L	400L	tanks	with	heat	exchanger
•	 Suitable	for	5	to	6	persons	family	home
•	 Solar	Keymark	certification	according	to	EN12976
•	 Auxiliary	heating	options
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Small Scale Heating – TOPline

The multiple award winning TOP line hot water system combines the 
advantages of the high-performance EURO L22 AR collectors with the 
strengths of the highly efficient ECOplus solar storage cylinder and an 
intelligent  circulation unit with integrated SUNGO solar controller.

• Solar hot water system for single or double family homes
• Split system with collectors mounted on roof and tank inside/  

 outside house
• Intelligent control system to ensure higher yields
• 2 to 4 L22 AR collectors with highly transparent Sunarc®    

 anti-reflective glass
• 300L/400L Ecoplus tank with double layer enamel for corrosion   

 protection and 100-150mm insulation. Option with maintenance free  
 active anode

• Suitable for 5 to 8 persons family home
• Solar Keymark certification according to EN12976
• Auxiliary heating options

High Performance Solar hot water system for one
and two family homes
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Large Scale Heating – SOLARfresh

The SOLARfresh system combines the possibility of using larger solar storage 
tanks with the demands of higher water hygiene in multi-family dwellings, 
sports facilities and commercial premises without compromising supply 
security and ease of operation.

• Hygienic continuous flow domestic water heating with fresh water  
 units for multi-family homes (up to 100 residential units) and sports  
 facilities with tap rates up to 160 liters per minute

• Space-saving and especially suited for new installations
• 100% water hygiene (according to DVGW551) 
• RATIOfresh return flow switching valve for systems with high  

 circulation volumes
• System complements to support space heating
• Optimal size adjustment through modular construction (storage  

 tanks, tap rate)

* DVGW is the German Technical and Scientific Association for  
   Gas and Water

Hygienic Water Heating for multi-family dwellings, sports 
facilities and commercial premises

SOLARfresh system
Hot water consumption 
(l/d at 60°C)

2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000

Collector area, gross *m²+ 
2m² for 100l hot water

80 120 160 200 250 300

Buffer tank volume *l+ 4000 6000 8000 10000 12500 15000

Solar heat transfer unit 
CIRCOtransfer

50 70 110 180 180 180

Solar expansion vessel *l+ 200 300 400 500 600 700

with RATIOfresh up to 80l/min with 2 x RATIOfresh 800 cascade up to 160l/min

Scope of Supply
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Pre-heating	System	–	SOLARdrive

The SOLARdrive pre-heating system supports conventional boiler based water 
heating and is equally suited for solar-thermal expansion of existing hot water 
systems and for new installations.

• Optimal dimensioning through modular design (storage tank,  
 drawing capacity)

• Easy to combine with existing systems
• 100% water hygiene (according to DVGW551)
• High solar yield (good storage tank cooling)
• Usable for systems with tapping rates of up to
 200 liters per minute (e.g. for multi family dwellings up to 120 units)

         * DVGW is the German Technical and Scientific Association for  
   Gas and Water

Economic solution for existing building

SOLARdrive pre-heating 
system
Hot water consumption (l/d at 
60°C)

2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000

Collector area, gross *m²+ 2m² for 
100l hot water

40 60 80 100 120 160

Buffer storage tank volume *l+ 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 8000

Solar heat transfer unit 
CIRCOtransfer

30 50 50 70 70 110

Solar expansion vessel *l+ 105 150 200 200 300 400

with RATIOdrive 1000 to 100l/min with 2 x RATIOdrive 1000 cascade up to 200l/min

Scope of Supply
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Large Scale Heating– SOLARstore

The SOLARstore pre-heating storage system combines the use of larger solar 
storage tanks with the demands on higher water hygiene in combination with 
highest tap rates. It is ideally suited for hotels, hospitals and commercial premises.

 
• Efficient option for very high consumption
• Ideally suited for highest tap rates (hospitals,
 hotels commercial premises)
• Easy to retrofit to existing installations
• 100% water hygiene (according to DVGW551)
• Proven concept by the German Solarthermieprogram
• High solar efficiency
• Unlimited supply security

Efficient	option	for	very	high	consumption	and	is	ideally	
suited for hotels, hospitals and commercial premises

SOLARstore pre-heating storage system
Hot water consumption 
(l/d at 60°C)

4000 6000 8000 10000 12500 15000

Collector area, gross *m²+ 
2m² for 100l hot water

80 120 160 200 250 300

Buffer tank volume *l+ 4000 6000 8000 10000 12500 15000

Solar heat transfer unit 
CIRCOtransfer

50 70 110 180 180 180

Solar expansion vessel *l+ 200 300 400 500 600 700

Scope of Supply



Flat	Plate	Collector	–	EURO	L42
The	EURO	L42	is	a	competitively	priced	high-quality	
collector.	Durable	materials	and	outstanding	workmanship	
ensure high solar yields

Construction

Installation

•	 Durable	aluminium	frame
•	 Laser-welded	aluminium	absorber	with	copper		 	

 pipe register
•	 UV-resistant,	durably	leak	proof	EPDM	glass	sealing
•	 Highly	transparent	solar	safety	glass
•	 Reliable	flat-sealing	connections
•	 Temperature	resistant	30mm	heat	insulation	with		

 surrounding insulation strips

•	 Vertical	and	horizontal	positioning
•	 On-roof	and	free-standing	installation

UV-resistant	EPDM	glass	sealing	
with	vulcanized	corner	joints

Versatile	applications,	suitable	for	
vertical	and	horizontal	racking

Fast	and	secure:	TRIC	racking	
system,	quality	certified	by	TÜV
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Our	High	Performance	EURO	L20AR	
Solar Collectors 

Our EURO Solar Collector L20 AR is one of the most powerful
collectors on the market. This collector is the outcome of 30
years of experience and continuous improvement of collector
technology as well as manufacturing methods and processes.

The EURO Solar Collector features sunarc® anti-reflective
glass (with a matte glass look). Its nanotech surface increases the
transmissivity from 91% to 96%, boosting collector yields by up
to 10%!

The highly selective vacuum coating of the full surface copper
(C20) absorbers harvests a maximum of solar radiation and
minimizes heat loss from back-scattering.

The ultra sonic welded L20 AR absorber plate guarantees
durability and efficient heat transfer near the physical limits.

Solid anodized aluminum frame and back sheet together with
4 mm safety glass guarantees longevity.

Seamless side and 60 mm strong back insulation reduces heat
loss and assures high temperatures.

With	nano-tech	anti-reflective	glass

sunarc®
anti-reflective glass

96%

Standard
collector glazing

Highly transparent
sunarc® anti-reflective glass

All-copper absorber plate
with selective
vacuum coating

Minimized
heat losses
with 60 mm
insulation Heat resistant

ultra-sonic welding

91%

10
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Our	Robust	TRIC	Racking	Systems

Solar heating installations have to withstand severe strains. Wind load and thermic influences 
attack the material. So, racking systems have to be extremely robust and durable to ensure 
secure hold under the toughest challenges. They must also be versatile to apply and easy 
to install. Our versatile systems suit any application – new buildings, retrofits, single-family 
homes and large projects.

On roof installation using EURO Tric A Free Standing installation using EURO Tric F

•	 Safe	and	fast	racking
•	 Highly	efficient
•	 Attachable	to	nearly	all	roofs
•	 Light	and	high-quality	aluminium	racking	rails

•	 Solar	heating	systems	on	flat	roofs
•	 Vertical	or	horizontal	installation
•	 Aluminium	frame	with	variable	angles
 of inclination

Euro Tric A System for on roof racking

Euro Tric F free-standing systems
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Are You Ready for Solar Heating?

STEP 1:
CONTACT RENEWORLD LTD

We	support	you	in	location	analysis	and	development	
of	customized	solutions.	We	use	our	professional	
tools to calculate the performance data of the 
installation and to draw up the detailed construction plans.

Work	with	our	specialized	team	to	build	your	solar	heating	project	fast	and	reliably.	Thanks	
to our numerous installation experiences and our professional planning tools, you will get a 
solution	optimally	customized	to	your	requirements.	

STEP 2:
FUNDING

We	inform	you	about	favorable	financing	conditions.

STEP 3:
INSTALLATION AND START-UP

Knowing	that	your	solar	success	depends	on	quality	
components,	we	provide	you	with	the	very	best	
components from leading manufacturers.

STEP 4:
DON’T FORGET INSURANCE

Certified	quality,	highest	efficiency	and	longevity	are	
the hallmarks of our installations. But you should insure 
yours	as	a	protection	against,	for	example,	vandalism.

STEP 5:
SECURING YIELDS

From	here	on,	everything	works	by	itself.	The	sun	
delivers	the	energy	and	your	installation	works	for	you.	

We	are	convinced	of	the	high	quality	of	our	
products	and	offer	you	functional	warranties	
beyond	what	is	legally	required	for	the	
following	products	and	services:

Flat	plate	collectors:	 	 10	years
Solar	Storages:	 	 	 5	years
Installation:	 	 	 10	years

FUNCTIONAL WARRANTY



Let the Sun Power Your Life
Solar	Photovoltaic	Systems

We design, supply and install cost-efficient photovoltaic systems. As system supplier, we do 
not compromise on quality, performance and durability. We combine top brand components 
into perfectly harmonizing systems. We deliver grid-connected photovoltaic installations for 
single- and multi-family homes, farm uses, public facilities and large commercial projects. We 
offer a wide range of special architectural solutions and off-grid stand-alone system.

Solar panel is one of the key elements to the success of your 
installation. That is why we use only the very best brands from 
leading manufacturers and make no compromise on quality and 
long-term performance at competitive price.

As interface with the public power grid, inverters have an 
especially important role. To achieve highest yields, they have to 
be optimally attuned to the installation. We use only equipment 
from the world leading inverter supplier SMA.

Toyota (Mauritius) Ltd, Riche Terre - 10 kWp Siddick Dostmohamed, Vacoas - 10 kWp Tracking

Socota Phoenicia, Phoenix - 50 kWp

ISKCON, Bon Accueil - 5 kWp

Highly Efficient and Long-Lasting Solar Panels

Solar power installations have to withstand severe strains. They 
must also be versatile to apply and easy to install. Our versatile 
systems suit any application – new buildings, retrofits, single-family 
homes and large projects.

Robust Racking Systems

Secure Grid Connection
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Our	Products	and	Services

Solar Heating Systems:
• For private residential buildings
• For public facilities
• For commercial enterprises
• For industrial applications

Warranties:
• Up to 10 years manufacturer’s warranty

Contact:
Jonathan R. Marie
Sales Executive
Tel: (+230) 5 252 93 52
Fax: (+230) 427 97 39
jmarie@nsi-engineering.com

Contact:
Vinoy Rambaran
Sales Agent
Tel: (+230) 5 252 93 54
Fax: (+230) 427 97 39
vrambaran@nsi-engineering.com

Contact:
Irfanally Fatadin
Managing Director
Tel: (+230) 5 254 35 99
Fax: (+230) 427 97 39
ifatadin@nsi-engineering.com

Reneworld Ltd
Socota Offices,
Sayed Hossen Rd, Solferino
Tel: (+230) 427 97 44
Fax: (+230) 427 97 39
www.nsi-engineering.com

Solar Power Systems: 
• For private residential buildings
• For public facilities
• For commercial enterprises
• For agricultural applications
• For investors

Warranties:
• 10 years on installation
• 10 years on modules
• 10 years on any SMA inverter
• 25 years on module performance


